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Android app player will give you the advantage of using thousands of versatile apps on your PC
even though you do not use smartphones and tablets. Let us take a look at the background that
explains the reasons for introduction of Android player. Past few years has seen extraordinary
growth in popularity of smartphones and tablets. One of the reasons for this popularity is the fact
that these mobile devices are no more seen as the tools of communications like the mobile phones
in the past. This is due to the thousands of apps that have been developed and made available to
from all major players in the market like Apple, Google and Microsoft. They have established their
own marketplace which allowed thousands of developers to upload variety of apps with wonderful
functionalities and helped millions of users to download them at very low prices.

These apps are exploiting the increased processing powers with which these mobile devices are
built with. Android app player is developed by BlueStacks to overcome the lack of any interface to
run the myriad apps in the smartphone arena for the popular Windows OS so that you can enjoy
thousands of games, applications that are so handy in managing day to day affairs. Alpha version of
Android Player released recently by Silicon Valley startup works by creating a virtualization layer
called App layer. This means that the android based apps will now find a virtual platform on your
Windows based PC without having Android Operating System installed akin to mobile devices.

This app player can be downloaded from the firmâ€™s website. Then the installation process is fairly
intuitive. You have to simply follow the on-screen instruction to complete the installation process.
Good thing about this player application is that it does not occupy heaps of space on your PC. It will;
directly connect to the BlueStacks servers. But this feature can be disabled by deselecting it on the
Startup menu just like any other application. Once the app is installed and is up, you can download
the required apps and enjoy them straight way!
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BlueStacks offers latest apps for your PC or desktop by which you can run android on pc  which is
compatible not only with windows but also for Mac OS. Now a Angry birds pc game and enjoy the a
Tiny wings pc.
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